Zadar Sightseeing
With professional guidance is going to be organised in the morning of Sunday, June 17, 2007.

A Guided Tour
Will be organised to the Kornati National Park and the Telašćica Nature Park with a sightseeing of outer series of Kornati islands, position of Toreta and Tarac on Kornat, lighthouse and meteorological station in Vela Sestrica and a lunch in Telašćica with a sightseeing of the Mir Lake and Dugi Otok high ridges.

Registration Fee
Fee payment of 800,00 HRK on Croatian Cartographic Society's account at the Zagrebačka banka No. 2360000 – 1101509436 or IBAN HR6723600001101509436. SWIFT ZABAHR2X. Deliver a bank transfer copy to the organiser, please.

The fee includes: conference materials, conference participation, promotions of new editions, a visit to a map exhibition and participation at a guided tour.

There is no registration fee for authors of invited lectures. Students, retired people and others may get a discount if they submit a request to the president of the Organisational Board.

Accommodation
The fee doesn't include accommodation costs. All participants have to take care of their accommodation in Zadar.

Application date
Please send your application and paper abstract to the organiser no later than March 31, 2007.
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Conference
Cartography, Geoinformation and the Sea
June 15-16, 2007

CALL FOR PAPERS

Coorganisers
University of Zadar
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy
Hydrographic Institute of the Republic of Croatia
Croatian Geographic Society – Zadar

Requested Patronage
Croatian Academy of Engineering
State Geodetic Administration

Requested Sponsorship
Ministry of Science, Education and Sport
Photogrammetric Company Ltd
Geofoto Ltd
Croatian Chamber of Architects and Engineers in Civil Engineering – Geodesists' Class
Kornati National Park, Telašćica Nature Park
Zadar Tourist Board
Zadar County Tourist Board

Conference Site
University of Zadar, Department for Geography (New university campus), Dr. F. Tudmana 24i, Zadar, Croatia
**Basic Data**

*Map* is a symbolised representation of geographic reality, representing selected features and characteristics, resulting from the creative effort of its author’s execution of choices, and is designed for use when spatial relationships are of primary relevance. *Cartography* is the art, science and technology of making and using maps. *Geoinformation* is information related to objects which are directly or indirectly associated by a position in relation to the Earth.

After the first three conferences in Zagreb

2004 – Cartography, Geoinformation and New Technologies
2005 – Geoinformation and Cartography in Education
2006 – Cartography, Geoinformation and Spatial Data Visualisation,

our wish by organising this conference in Zadar is to contribute to the development of geoinformatics, cartography, geography and related fields, but this time with special emphasis on sea and coastal area geoinformation research. A wide range of available conference themes and prominent invited lecturers guarantee interesting lectures and contemporary approach to these issues.

**Promotion of New Editions**

Unavoidable literature are the *Cartography and Geoinformation* and *Geoadria* journals, publications of the university of Zadar and new editions of charts and handbooks of the Hydrographic Institute of the Republic of Croatia.

**Conference Themes**

- Geoinformation and the Sea
- Cartography and the Sea
- Geography and the Sea
- Geology and the Sea
- History and the Sea
- Archaeology and the Sea
- Remote Sensing and the Sea
- Sea in Spatial Databases
- National Spatial Data Infrastructure
- Internet and the Sea
- Multimedia Sea Representations
- Toponomastic Adriatic Research
- Legal Issues and the Adriatic
- Ecology and the Sea

Conference program, paper abstracts and presentations are going to be published on a CD which will be prepared for the conference. Best essays are going to be recommended for publishing in Croatian and English in *Cartography and Geoinformation* and *Geoadria* journals.

**Chart Exhibition**

An occasional chart exhibition is going to be prepared in cooperation with the Scientific Library in Zadar, the State Archive in Zadar and the Hydrographic Institute of the Republic of Croatia in Split.

**Invited Lectures**

Ivan Landek, State Geodetic Administration, Zagreb:
*The Establishment of National Spatial Data Infrastructure in Croatia*

Tea Duplančić-Leder, Hydrographic Institute of the republic of Croatia, Split:
*Contemporary Maritime Cartography*

Damir Magaš, University of Zadar, Department for Geography
*Regionalisation of Croatian Islands and the belonging Sea*

Borna Fürst Bjeliš, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Sciences, Geographic Department
*Cartographic Perceptions of the Adriatic*

Mithad Kozličić, University of Zadar, Department for History
*Charts and Navigation Handbooks of the Adriatic throughout the History*

Milorad Pavić, University of Zadar, Department for History:
*Size Perception of Adriatic Islands in Geographic Handbooks in 16th through 18th Centuries*

Mladen Juračić, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Sciences, Geologic Department
*Geologic Mapping of the Adriatic (Past, Present, Future)*

Davorin Rudolf, Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Split:
*Maritime Delimitation Issues*